


MODULE 5 (10 marks)  

Principles of communication 

 Need for modulation - AM, FM and PM – basic principle - definition - AM – waveform - expression 

for AM voltage - modulation index - significance of side bands - frequency spectrum - AM modulator 

circuit - balanced modulator - DSBSC, SSBSC and VSB - frequency spectrum - FM - definition - 

waveform - modulation index - frequency spectrum and band width - comparison of AM and FM. 

MODULE 6 (10 marks)  

Radio transmitters and receivers 

Block diagram of AM transmitter - function of each block - block diagram of a FM transmitter - 

direct and indirect FM generation - pre-emphasis and de-emphasis - AFC - noise in communication 

systems - different types of noise - signal to noise ratio - methods to improve signal to nose ratio. 

Demodulation and Radio Receivers.  

Need for demodulation - principles of superheterodyne receiver - block diagram of superheterodyne 

receiver - AM demodulator circuits - diode detector - simple and delayed AGC - choice of IF in super 

heterodyne receiver - characteristics of radio receiver - selectivity, sensitivity, fidelity and noise figure 

- block diagram of FM receiver - need for limiter in FM receiver - comparison of FM and AM receiver. 

 MODULE 7 (10 marks)  

Measuring Instruments  

Terminologies in measurements - accuracy - precision - sensitivity - resolution -  galvanometer - 

working - conversion of galvanometer into voltmeter and ammeter - differences between moving coil 

and moving iron instruments - analog multimeter - block diagram - use of galvanometer as multimeter 

- measuring circuit for measurement of resistance, dc current, dc voltage, ac current and ac voltage - 

specifications - digital frequency meter - digital multimeter - block diagram - difference between 3 ⅟2 

and 4 ⅟2 digit displays in terms of accuracy. CRO - applications - functional block diagram, CRT - 

construction - electrostatic focusing and deflection system - deflection sensitivity - types of CRO probes 

- measurement of voltage (DC and AC), frequency, phase angle and time period with CRO - difference 

between dual beam and dual trace CROs - digital storage oscilloscope - block diagram - working 

principle. 

MODULE 8 (10marks)  

Study of operational amplifiers  

Block diagram of general purpose operational amplifier - differential amplifier - op-amp symbol - 

package types - pin configuration - manufacturer’s identifying initials and designations for linear ICs - 

concept of virtual ground - electrical parameters of op-amp - characteristics of an ideal op-amp - 

inverting amplifier and non inverting amplifier - expression for voltage gain - voltage follower. 

PLL AND TIMERS - General block diagram of PLL - capture range, lock range, and pull in time - 

block diagram of VCO NE / SE 566 - electrical characteristics of 565 PLL - functional block diagram 

of PLL NE / SE 565 - applications of PLL as frequency multiplier and FM demodulator - features of 

555 timer - functional block diagram of 555 timer - astable and monostable circuits using 555 timer - 

expression for time period - LM 380 audio power amplifier. 

Features of IC regulators - three terminal fixed voltage regulator IC’s - typical circuits of LM 78XX 

and LM 79XX - adjustable voltage regulator LM 317 - dual power supply using LM 320 and LM 340 

- features of LM 723 voltage regulator - functional block diagram of LM 723 - basic low voltage and 




